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Foreword

We are delighted to write a foreword to this book, *Program Management of Technology Endeavours: Lateral Thinking in Large Scale Government Program Management (PROMOTE)*, written by Ali M. Al-Khouri.

*PROMOTE* offers a 360-degree approach to technology adoption, especially by governmental entities. Governments invariably run large programs that usually encounter schedule delays and budget overruns. This book offers a solution to the problem of late-running and expensive government projects through the deployment of innovative, advanced technologies. *PROMOTE* examines the implementation of major projects by government units, drawing on a specific and powerful example of a successful implementation by the Emirates ID Authority in the UAE.

The chapters include key critical insights from several strategic government initiatives, general management frameworks, reflections, and a review of fundamental lessons learned. The book is pragmatic; it provides in-depth and accessible content that represents a major advance in the practice of program management. It will also serve as the platform for future research into this critical field.

The qualitative research described in *PROMOTE* features a critical examination of government initiatives and uses scientific methods to clarify and determine the relationships, events, and facts. Such research will aid in solving the complex problems of today; it should also provide a basis for future advances in practice and constitute the framework for the perpetual pursuit to make a better world for a nation’s people to live and prosper.

Ali M. Al-Khouri is a distinguished academic researcher and practitioner. His analysis in *PROMOTE* provides a unique insight into current developments. Under his leadership, the Emirates ID Authority was inducted into the Palladium Balanced Scorecard Hall of Fame for Strategy Execution, which is a major achievement and proves his ability to transform strategies into results. This book is thus worthy of study by academicians and practitioners alike.

Dr Robert Kaplan and Dr David Norton
Preface

This book illustrates the standards that the government of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) employs when implementing large programs and projects. While globally many standards may exist across industries, I strongly feel that the unique circumstances in the UAE demand special standards, methods, and practices that closely fit the requirements of large projects and programs.

When we identify a program or a project as ‘large’ (the term ‘super-large’ is considered part of ‘large’ within the context of this book), it is advisable to consider a set of factors that determine the size – specifically, the effort, uncertainty, and complexity involved in delivering the outcome (product, result, or service). Through these factors we can take into account the following: the impact of the project on an organisation’s growth, the budget, technologies, geographical conditions, communication, program or project environment, our current knowledge, the size of the application or product, and the number of people and other resources needed, among others. Depending on the performing organisation’s abilities, these factors can be categorised as primary or secondary.

In general, the larger the program or project, the harder it is to predict the behaviour of its system. As projects get larger, the number of potential inter-relations and connections between the components (i.e., sub-projects) grows in a non-linear fashion. The result of this dynamic behaviour is that the productivity of the team drops dramatically as the project size increases. Formal, highly disciplined project management techniques are mandatory for large projects. It is an established fact that large programs and projects must have a focused sponsor with high levels of power and authority to ensure their success.

This book is the outcome of my desire to see a more successful use of program and project management practices, especially for large technology endeavours across the government sector. The journey to completion of this book has been challenging, but I have never felt lonely. It feels as though the process began only a few days ago, but a lot of reading, thinking, writing, discussion, frustration, and joy have accompanied the process.

The standards discussed here are based on research that focused on the implementation of IT systems in the public sector, particularly in the
United Arab Emirates. I spent considerable time a few years ago carrying out a detailed study of the failures and complexities involved in the implementation of large government projects/programs, in particular the experience of the national ID implementation in the UAE. There were other motivating factors to carry out this study. During my two-decade career in the field of IT, I have participated in many government-focused strategic IT initiatives. Almost all the projects that I was involved with faced the challenges of keeping the cost, scope, and schedule constraints in equilibrium.

Usually, large projects/programs like the national ID implementation come with high expectations but low success rates. My study investigated the factors contributing to IT projects’ failure through an extensive review of the existing international literature. This was enriched and tested by my involvement with the UAE national ID program, surveys, in-depth interviews with senior managers from other ID card projects, and presentations and participation at many conferences on this topic.

My role in the UAE national ID program, and my involvement from the early stages, provided me with the authority and insights to undertake this task. The larger programs that I executed provided detailed qualitative information on the implementation of national ID programs. Thus, based on the literature, practical experience, observations, and feedback from practitioners, a program and project management methodology named PROMOTE (PROgram and PROject Management Of Technology Endeavours) was developed and tested for planning and implementing large scale programs/projects mainly in the governmental context. The project methodology was initially tested in the UAE and was then rolled out in the three Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) countries. These experiences have been used as the basis to bring out a comprehensive guide in the form of this book.

The PROMOTE methodology phases were refined several times (and other phases were added) to address the problems identified in various UAE projects/programs based on the project/program management literature and experiences reported at various GCC committee meetings and from other large scale implementations around the world (which I gleaned from conferences and study visits to other countries).

It has been demonstrated that by following a formal structured methodology, governments will have better visibility and control over such large programs. The implementation revealed that the phases and processes of the new methodology supported the overall management, planning, and control of the project activities, promoted
effective communication, improved scope and risk management, and ensured quality deliverables.

I have endeavoured to include the best program and project management practices within the scope of a single book. However, professionals working at various levels across programs and projects should make their own intuitive judgments when applying the practices mentioned in this book to ensure the successful outcome of their programs and projects.

Professionals in both government and private organisations in top, senior, and middle management positions who are involved directly or indirectly in contributing to the success of projects/programs should benefit from this book while adding value to the service provided to their customers.

I recommend reading the whole text to get a detailed overview of the multifaceted challenges, global practices, proposed standards, and solutions that the book contains. However, some chapters are designed to help senior managers focus directly on the areas that they are more closely connected with, such as controlling and monitoring programs and projects.

The opinions expressed in this publication are my own and should not be regarded as reflecting the policy of any government or of the Committee of Ministers or the Council of the UAE.

Dr Ali M. Al-Khoury